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This study aims at putting forth the reasons preventing teachers from acting ethically, acting within the framework of ethical principles and having an ethical tendency. This study featuring a qualitative research model taking as a basis the case study approach followed a path of selecting people that can be a rich source of information for research instead of a random sampling to represent the universe. In this research where snowball sampling method is used datas have been obtained through negotiations with seven teachers on duty in Sinop city center. According to the results of the research, reasons preventing teachers from ethical behavior, acting within the framework of ethical principles were categorized under headings of “bureaucratic framework”, “attitude of administrators”, “corporate”, “economic”, “personal” and “occupational incompetence”.
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INTRODUCTION

The studies in Turkey regarding ethics within the last twenty years demonstrate that ethical thinking and behavior are started to be considered as a necessity peculiar to the business world rather than a general activity involving all aspects of human life. As a matter of fact, the gradual increase in the number of the studies conducted in the field of occupational ethics and spreading of the congresses to this end verify the evaluation. Occupational ethics is a type of ethics regulating the behaviors of people engaged in a business. Every occupation has an ethical content and ethical principles set in line with that content. Every occupational person should achieve his/her occupational targets acting in line with those norms and principles in his/her actions and activities. It is
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certain that there are some conditions and developments that hardens for or prevents one from acting in line with the ethical principles. It is quite possible that such factors deviating one from ethical path differ in occupational context. Surely, non-ethical attitudes have become widespread in all areas of today’s world of private and social life where the balance between the physical and spiritual sides of man shook and attitudes and behaviors got indexed to the circumstances, which is a complex and significant case with its own psychological, sociological, cultural, corporate and situational reasons. However, this research focuses only on reasons preventing teachers from acting ethical, within the framework of ethical principles or taking an ethical trend rather than non-ethical attitudes in all areas of social life in all kinds of collective relationships.

Teaching is a profession considered distinguished and sacred in Turkey. Besides its significance and value to the society, teaching is an occupation to be performed professionally. As a matter of fact, Article 43 of the Principle Code of National Education dated 14 June 1973 and numbered 1739 defines teaching as “a specialized occupation undertaking the education, training and related management tasks of the state”. Since teaching requires working with children/youth who haven’t yet gained the capacity to self-protection and defense, it is a special and significant task to be performed by virtuous occupational people who are specially elected and trained, knowledgeable, who also bear the values which the occupation requires (Özcan, 2011). Consequently, heeding and supervision of such ethical principles and norms in the occupational works and performance of a teacher is an obligation due to the nature of the occupation. Nevertheless, there might be cases aggravating and preventing working of a teacher within the framework of ethical principles. Dağ and Taşkaya (2012) notes that those reasons may be due to emergence of ethical principles in accordance with the atmosphere, circumstances and the addressee; that is, the teacher’s transforming his/her attitudes per the atmosphere, circumstances and addressee instead of inherent management and supervision of his/her attitudes within the framework of ethical principles. Therefore, it would be useful to touch upon the ethics concept before diving into those reasons.

The word “ethics” is derived from the root “ethos” meaning disposition, character and personality in Latin. It is a set of principles on what a society or group deems right or wrong (Ryan ve Bisson, 2011). The meaning of ethical principles and values is rational thinking on their source, purpose and scope. More clearly, it is a branch of philosophy examining the character, base and essence of good or evil, right or wrong actions in terms of morals. According to Feldman (2012: 11), it is “examination of morals on philosophical plane”.

In general terms, ethics is considered under two headings as “theoretical” and “practical”. Corporate ethics emerging with Socrates and Plato is examined and analyzed under three headings as “normative (rule making)”, “descriptive” and “metaethics (solving ethics)”. Normative ethics is the “area of examination of the ethical standards, principles, concepts, values and theories” (Resnik, 2004: 35). In other words, it is a type of ethics stipulating what is good and right and what is bad and wrong for people, indicating what kind of life they should live and what principles to follow, and
imposing regulatory and judgmental norms and principles to people for their acts and actions. Ethics is a branch dealing with what “should be” rather than what “is”. Descriptive ethics tries to describe and define moral demands and norms instead of forming them, thus constituting a source and basis to normative ethics. Metaethics is the type of ethics analyzing/resolving the concepts and prepositions of the ethical domain; and therefore called the “logic of ethics”, “science of ethics”.

As to practical ethics, “it examines implementation of ethical dilemmas, choices, standards and ethical theories and concepts that might arise in various occupations and certain cases to a certain subject” (Fox ve DeMarco, 1990; Akt: Resnik, 2004: 35). Some of the problems discussed within the framework of practical ethics are the problem only of employees of a certain occupation, in contrast to some that concerns everyone. Those problems concerning everyone are aggregated under two categories: (1) Problems concerning the relations between people (abortion, religious and sexual discrimination, starvation, poverty, etc.) and (2) problems concerning the relations of people with other things (how to treat animals, plants, ecosystem and in general with the nature etc.) (Ünder, 2001: 341).

Occupational ethics, which is a type of practical ethics, refers to the whole of the guidelines, standards and principles directing one’s attitudes and guiding him/herself in practice of his/her occupation (Şentürk, 2009). The purpose of occupational ethics is to put forth the principles and values to shape the moral, social and psychological features of the occupational members and to take them to what’s better, right and ideal (Dağ ve Taşkaya, 2012). According to Kuchuradi (2009), occupational ethics is a specific and concrete field of practice of ethics because ethical problems consist of problems requiring the knowledge of the concerned branch of science to find out what needs to be done in a certain condition although they are no different problems from those people encounter performing their occupations.

The ethical principles of teaching as an occupational branch are “professionalism, commitment, justice and equality, neutrality/impartiality”. Professionalism is a significant prerequisite that a teacher should gain about what kind of knowledge and skills he/she can pursue his/her service in his/her profession. The principle of commitment to work is a significant one in coordination with and supplementary to sense and responsibility of duty. Commitment to work can be interpreted as not only “psychological identification with work” but also “motivation to actively engage in the work”. Being fair and equal is not only an ethical principle to be observed in all kinds of performances of the teacher, but also a significant guarantee that students will feel safe about they being treated fairly, equally and justly. As to neutrality/impartiality, it expresses the teacher being in an attitude embracing, joining, integrating and infusive all of the students without regard to differences such as language, religion, race, culture, gender, age, belief, political opinion, socio-economic condition etc; in brief, exhibiting an objective attitude to the differences of the students (Dağ ve Taşkaya, 2012).

Without doubt, there are some reasons and circumstances that may prevent them from action within the framework of, or detract them from commitment to, ethical principles. The investigation of Şakar (2010) puts forth that teachers do not possess the knowledge
of the concept of ethics, that with the concept virtue, they express the features of a virtuous person rather than the knowledge the concept; that they have an awareness regarding being a model, but they are in a chaos on what the reference should be in acting as a model. Besides, it has been found out in this research that teachers use some concepts regarding the occupational ethics; however that they do not possess the knowledge of occupational ethic codes.

Toprakçı and colleagues (2010) have found out to what extent and why the teachers performing in primary schools abide by the ethical principles set forth in the “Regulation on Ethical Behavior Principles of Civil Servants and Principles and Procedures of Application” based on the opinions of teachers. As a result of the research, it was found out that teacher behaviors comply with “Public Occupational Ethic Principles” at “good (4)” level at a scale of 5. In addition, this research discovered that senior teachers comply to ethical principles more than the young teachers do, and that teachers considering the basis of ethics as “religion” comply with ethical principles less than those not.

Uğurlu (2008) investigated perceptions of high school students on the ethical behaviors of their teachers. Accordingly, students made a positive evaluation of their teachers in subjects that can be associated with social and educational aspects of teaching professions, however a negative one about their attitudes in matters about them (“Our teachers are impartial in their relations with us”, “Our teachers act just to us”, “Our teachers have dedicated themselves to our bringing up”, “Our teachers are affectionate to us”).

Küçükkarakaduman (2006) heard the opinions and evaluations of 280 teachers on whether the attitudes of principals in primary schools abide by ethical principles. According to the opinions of the teachers participating in the research, the ethical principle that is realized to the highest extent by school principals is “respect” in contrast to “tolerance”, which they exhibit minimally.

Some researches (Jones ve Kavanagh, 1996; Keith, Pettijohn ve Burnett, 2003) on non-ethical behaviors show that being influenced by or emulating others play a major role in making ethical decisions and behaving within the framework of ethics. As a matter of fact, Kohlberg (1969) highlights that one is influenced by the behaviors of, emulates, or takes as model others because he/she seeks social clues in distinguishing between proper and improper behaviors.

METHOD

Research Model

This study exhibits a pattern consisting of qualitative research model and takes as a basis the case study approach. Case study is an empirical research method which studies a current event within its real life framework (content), in which the borders between the phenomenon and surrounding content that involves the same are not absolutely obvious, and which is used when more than one proof or data source are available (Yin, 1984: 23; Akt: Yıldırım ve Şimşek, 2008: 277). In brief, case study is a research method based
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on “holistic analysis of one or more cases within their own circumstances (environment, time etc.)” (Yıldırım ve Şimşek, 2008: 79). Although this method is thought as a means of conceptualizing or summarizing the social behaviors of people, its strategic significance lays in its capacity to attract attention to what can be learned from a single case (Schoram, 2006: 107; Akt: Günel, 2013: 31).

The case in this research is the non-ethical behaviors of the classroom teachers. Researchers had direct interviews with classroom teachers; and tried to deduce from their opinions and experiences the factors that prevent them from acting within the framework of ethical principles and taking an ethical tendency. The data gained with the research is applicable for only participants subject to the case study, and limited to their personal opinions and experiences.

**Participants**

The study followed the path of selection of people that can become a rich source of information instead of a random sampling to represent the universe. This investigation applying the snowball sampling method has been realized with seven classroom teachers working in five primary schools in the city center of Sinop in 2012-2013 academic year. It was also noted if teachers accepted interview and are willing to participate.

All of the teachers are active in state schools and have an occupational experience of 10 years and above. The information on the gender, age and occupational seniority of the teachers is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Occupational Seniority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İ</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you see in Table 1, the names of the participants included in the research have been coded with the letters B, M, İ, H, Z, G and F, and the interviews were made according to the sorting in the table. Five of the participants are female and two are male. While the occupational experience of three of the participants is between 10 to 15 years, three have between 15 to 20 years, and one over 20 years.

**Data Collection Process**

In case studies, usually more than one data collection methods are used to reach a data range to confirm each other. The data collection techniques used most frequently are interview, observation and document analysis. These methods can be used not only by themselves but also together (Yıldırım ve Şimşek, 2008). Data have been collected from...
the oral statements of the participants answering the research question and telling their experiences, and were evaluated also observing their attitudes and behaviors during the interview. In other words, the research has been conducted in two stages. In the first stage, approximately 25-minute interviews were held in a time period decided to be suitable both for the researcher and the participant in a proper location within the school. Afterwards, the participants were asked to talk about their experiences regarding non-ethical behaviors, and finally the behaviors of the participants recorded via a camera were analyzed.

As known, one of the data collection techniques commonly used in qualitative research is interviews. Interview is a quite handy technique to understand how people think and feel for cases that cannot be directly observed, and it is possible to get access to the experiences and future prospects of people through interviews (Darlington ve Scott, 2002). Another data collection technique commonly used is observation. Observation is a look and listening directed to certain targets to collect information pertaining to a certain person, place, incident, object, condition and circumstance (Karasar, 1995: 156); in brief, observation is the process of diagnosing people, incidents and circumstances.

The research has been conducted with seven classroom teachers working in five primary schools in the city center of Sinop in the spring semester of 2012-2013 academic year. Classroom teachers volunteering for interview have been visited in the schools they work and an appointment was made for the interview date and time. Interviews were realized in an available spot in the school they work (teachers’ room, empty classrooms and school library) as of the date and time specified. The interviews were recorded using a tape recorder, and all of the teachers allowed recording of the interviews via a tape recorder. A conversational approach has been adopted in interviews, and the question “In your opinion, what are the reasons preventing teachers from acting in line with ethical principles” was asked to the classroom teachers in line with the purpose of the research, aiming them to share their experiences.

Validity and Reliability

The data acquired from interviews to increase the validity of the study has been reported in detail in the form of direct quotes. The teachers were given interview notes to increase the reliability of the study to confirm that the interview records are complete and free of mistakes. Besides, the path followed in each stage of the study was described in detail, and the analysis of the data was examined by two more researchers.

Analysis of the Data

Qualitative data acquired as a result of the interviews with the teachers were analyzed using descriptive analysis method. The answers of the teachers to the interview questions being transferred to computer environment, and having found out the common aspects of the answers at the first stage of the analysis, the categories under which they were to be arranged and presented have been determined. The answers by the teachers to the interview questions were conveyed as direct quotations in their own words and then tried to be interpreted. When quoting, letters were used instead of the names of the teachers.
FINDINGS

Data acquired as a result of the interviews with the participants were analyzed via descriptive method. The answers of the participants were described systematically and expressly; and then those descriptions were interpreted to draw some conclusions. According to these conclusions, reasons preventing the teachers from ethical behavior, action in line with ethical principles or taking an ethical trend were categorized under headings of “bureaucratic structure”, “attitudes of the administrators”, “parent attitude and status” and “occupational incompetence”.

Findings regarding Reasons arising from Bureaucratic Structure

Four of the teachers specified that some reasons arising from bureaucratic structure prevent them from acting ethically, action within the framework of ethical principles or taking an ethical trend. Some statements of the teachers indicating their opinions on the matter are given below.

“The major reason hardening ethical attitude in my opinion is the bureaucratic structure. As in shit rolls downhill. For example, the Ministry has RIDEF (Risk and Need Evaluation Form) forms it requires from teachers. Unfortunately no teacher, including myself, fill in those forms consciously. Because it is not possible for us to read and evaluate thousands of items one by one for each and every student. It takes hours of our time. And considering the teachers in village schools, there is no parent knowing how to use computers in their villages. It is another problem that the citizens in the village don’t understand the forms. Because the parents don’t understand, teachers fill in the forms required to be filled in by the parents too…”.

(Teacher B)

“There are several reasons for that. But behind all lies a systematic reason. Of which teachers are also a part. The service point taken as a basis in appointments is a systematical problem. While the service point of a teacher serving in the East is, say 120, the service point of a teacher working in the West is 60. In other words, a teacher serving in the west earns the same service point as a teacher serving for a year in the east in 6 to 10 years. So the teacher has to find another way. Pulling some strings. . . . There is a practice called Ministerial Order. In the Ministerial order appointments, service point is not heeded. As the name implies: order of the minister. I have had some teacher friends forcing that path. It is not ethical perhaps, but one uses it when he has to.”. (Teacher F)

“I think one of the biggest reasons precluding ethical behavior is competition and greed for benefit. Some people disregard any value when their benefits are in question. Unfortunately corporate process, so to speak, appreciates those people rather than externalizing such people. I think it even forces them to act this way. Because the system process unfortunately does not allow both ethical behavior and acting in accordance with benefits. A teacher earns nothing for acting different from the way of the majority, even ethical. On the contrary, he or she is marginalized.”. (Teacher H)
“...In fact, the educational system is also to blame about that. System is currently in such a fashion that a student attending the school without studying at all can still graduate. The only expectation of both the system and teachers is that the student should cause no problems. If we, as teachers, are deviating from ethical principles, we should not ignore the share of the system in that”. (Teacher M)

Findings regarding Reasons arising from the Attitudes of the Administrators

Two of the teachers expressed that administrative reasons harden/prevent acting within the framework of ethical principles. The expressions of those teachers are quoted below.

“There are reasons arising from Administrators, parents, and students, and in fact there are reasons arising from teachers too. If you ask whose share is the biggest, I’d say administrators. Because when the school administration doesn’t take ethical decisions and act ethically, teachers will not behave ethically either. . . . Last year there was a classroom teacher in our school, who is practicing in another school now. That teacher put his 15-20 successful students to the trial test arranged by the Provincial Directorate of National Education, not all of the students in his classroom. So all of the students taking the exam had high points. Because students who were already successful took the exam. Mr. Principal awarded a certificate of success to that teacher. It is not supposed to happen, but it did. Those certificates are significant in becoming an administrator. Consequently, I started to do so, even if I don’t approve. It is not ethical but it is the way administrative things go. It leaves no choice.”. (Teacher G)

“...This is something about the working environment. It is about the approaches of the administrators to non-ethical practices. If the principal and deputy principals try to create an ethical atmosphere, teachers do not, cannot deviate from ethical principles. They would know they are to be excluded when they do.”. (Teacher I)

Findings regarding Reasons Caused by the Attitude and Status of Parents

Four of the teachers specified that non-ethical behaviors result from the attitude and status of parents. The explanations of those teachers are quoted below.

“There isn’t much in fact. But sometimes some parents can pass the line in parent meetings. They think they are employers and I am an employee. They use a tone like “questioning” against me. It is very hard for me to rid of the effect of that tone. Since I am a positive person, I don’t want the children of such parents in my classroom. Aggressive and tense parents disturb me psychologically.”. (Teacher Z)

“The father of one of the students in my classroom holds me responsible for the failure of his son. He says I don’t deserve the money. He defames me on every occasion. He acts without courtesy and he did that a few times beside my colleagues. So I requested from Mr. Principal to take the student to another classroom. Because I got unable to care about the child because of his father’s attitude. However that was something wrong. Empathizing, I think I did something wrong”. (Teacher F)
“…The parent has his contributions, doesn’t he? Of course he does. I teach the daughter of an inspector of the province. She acts in a spoilt manner occasionally. But I tolerate, to tell the truth. Because his father is a good man, and an inspector, his daughter is a hardworking student. I should tolerate all students as much as I can, but we are a sentimental nation. So I might be coddling a little more for her.”. (Teacher G)

“…Let’s not forget the contribution of the parents. But I think this is an indirect contribution. The parents in fact react to the system change in the person of the teacher. Because the teacher is their closest addressee. Of course we are a nation inclined to look for a scapegoat for every business that goes wrong…” (Teacher İ)

Findings regarding Reasons arising from Occupational Incompetence

The statements of a teacher expressing that non-ethical behaviors arise from occupational incompetence are given below:

“…We blamed the system enough, so we could blame ourselves too. Teachers not respecting the teaching profession is as disturbing as the problems of the system to me. There are some teachers, believe me I doubt if they have a teaching diploma. They are so unknowledgeable and ignorant. The worst part of it is they are aware of that. I doubt if they learn facts about the psychological conditions and course success of students. To cover for that, they butter up the administrators, so to speak. . . . Those teachers doesn’t inform the parents correctly about the true condition of the students. And because the parent is not concerned and unknowledgeable, students are left alone without any kind of care. Therefore I think those teachers should be rehabilitated. Unfortunately there are some colleagues I believe they should be ostracized from profession. Poor students. Poor our country.”. (Teacher M)

CONCLUSION

Human being is a moral being due to his/her nature. He/she should act in view of such moral principles and norms in his/her daily life and occupational acts and actions. This research aims at revealing what the reasons causing non-ethical behavior are. There are two fundamental differences distinguishing between this research and others. The first is performance of the research with those actually performing the teaching profession rather than candidate teachers; and the other is the question asked to them being what the reasons causing non-ethical attitudes, rather than what they evaluate as non-ethical. In the light of this objective, face-to-face interviews were held with the seven classroom teachers participating in the research, and they were asked “In your opinion, what are the reasons preventing teachers from acting within the framework of ethical principles?” The common aspects of the answers of the teachers to the interview question being established, they were categorized under headings of “bureaucratic structure”, “attitudes of the administrators”, “parent attitude and status” and “occupational incompetence”.

While four of the teachers indicated that non-ethical behaviors arise from the attitude and status of the parents, two of the teachers expressed that administrative reasons
harden/prevent acting within the framework of ethical principles. While one teacher stated occupational incompetence caused non-ethical behaviors, four teachers indicated that the administrative work load caused by the bureaucratic structure leads to non-ethical behaviors.

While a teacher highlighted that partiality in appointments caused string-pulling being used as a recipe of salvation, and another teacher expressed that encouragement by the system of competition instead of cooperation hardened/prevented an ethical trend. Furthermore, it is seen that some forms required to be filled in by the Ministry obliges teachers to conduct non-ethical practices.

In the research by Altınkurt and Yılmaz (2011), it was shown that the most frequent non-ethical behavior of the teachers is “failure to care adequately about students with a low success level”. In this research, the case is - according to the statement of a teacher – due to parent attitudes.

In the research by Şişman and Acat (2003), it was found out that perception of new starting teachers regarding ethical values is more negative compared to the seniors. In other words, teachers experience more ethical dilemmas in the first years of their occupation, and perhaps conduct a higher number of non-ethical behaviors than seniors. In this research, most of the teachers participating in the research acknowledged conducting non-ethical behaviors despite they have substantial occupational experience. It should be kept in mind that non-ethical and unprincipled behaviors of teachers due either to bureaucratic structure or the attitudes and statuses of parents and administrators or occupational incompetence may cause adverse effects on several aspects ranging from corruption in occupational values and habits to a character flaw in the personality of the teacher, and to a deficiency in the thought and value world of the student, and the reasons causing non-ethical behaviors should be put forth with more comprehensive quantitative researches on bigger masses.
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French Abstract

Raisons Empêchant Professeurs d’Agir dans le cadre de Principes Éthiques

Cette étude vise à avancer les raisons empêchant des professeurs d'agir éthiquement, agissant dans le cadre des principes éthiques et ayant une tendance éthique. Cette étude représentant un modèle de recherche qualitatif prenant comme une base l'approche d'étude de cas a suivi un chemin de choisir les gens qui peuvent être une source riche d'informations pour la recherche au lieu d'un échantillonnage aléatoire pour représenter l'univers. Dans cette recherche où la boule de neige échantillonnant la méthode est utilisée a été obtenue par des négociations avec sept professeurs de service dans le centre-ville Sinop. Selon les résultats de la recherche, les raisons empêchant des professeurs du comportement éthique, agissant dans le cadre des principes éthiques ont été catégorisées dans les titres "du cadre bureaucratique", "l'attitude d'administrateurs", "d'entreprise", "économique", "personnel" et "l'incopétence professionnelle".
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Arabic Abstract

الأسباب التي تمنع الأساتذة من التصرف أخلاقياً والتصرف في إطار المبادئ:

هذة الدراسة تهدف إلى تكشف الأساتذة الذين تمنع الأساتذة من التصرف أخلاقياً والتصرف في إطار المبادئ الأخلاقية والتوجه نحو إبطال من المبادئ الأخلاقية. رصدت هذه الدراسة تصرف تكوّنًا دراسة طريقة اختيار أشخاص صحيحة التي يمكن أن تكون مصدر غريبة بالعلومات التي تمثل كلها بدلاً من التحليل العادي. ثم الحصول على المعلومات التي استخدمت طريقة قراءة ملاحظة كاتبة وملاحظة البحرية في سبع المدرسين الذين يعتمدون في مركز مثالية مثالي. حسب هذا البحث أن الأساتذة الذين تمنع الأساتذة من التصرف أخلاقياً والتصرف في إطار المبادئ الأخلاقية والتوجه نحو الاجتهادات الأخلاقية تم تصنيفها في هذه الخطتين: الهيكل البيروقراطي والمؤسساتي، الاقتصادية، الاجتماعية، وعدم الكفاءة المهنية.
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